
What's New in Salient Mobile

Version 1.9.14
Single sign-on (SSO)
This version supports single sign-on (SSO) authentication using the new Salient
Authentication service and an external Identity Provider (IdP). Additional installation and
configuration are required. Contact Salient for more information.

Support for new dashboard design options
Salient Mobile supports design enhancements in Salient Dashboards Version 7.50:

Dashboards can use new color palettes, including built-in palettes that come with
Version 7.50 and custom palettes configured by your organization. Like other design
options, color palettes are selected during dashboard creation.

Highlighting is available for totals, averages, and subtotals, to make it easier to identify
summary metrics that fall within or outside of expected ranges. (Highlight settings
must be built into the dashboard during creation.)
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Version 1.9.12
Explore the data
Perform advanced data investigation in a new "explore" mode within the mobile app. Pick
any widget or a built-in starting point and then see where the data leads. Tools at the
bottom of the screen allow you to interrogate the data: change the analysis type; group the
data by more attributes (any available in the dataset); add any measures; change the date
range; customize grids; and more.

After exploring, you can optionally save changes in a new dashboard.

Explore mode requires Power Viewer licensing or higher. This capability may be disabled
by your administrator.
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Mix, % change, and other computations
Add performance calculations, including mix (percent of the total), % change, difference,
and average per period, in grids of numbers. 

Expand a calculated measure
This version allows you to expand a calculated measure to see its components. 
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Set your own downlevel order
 

Choose the order of attributes used when
expanding members or drilling down. Just
drag and drop in the menu (requires Power
Viewer licensing or higher).

Record details
Salient Mobile can show record-level data (e.g. invoices, work records, inventory, etc.).
Record details may include dates (single date for transactions or start/end dates for non-
transactional data), measures, key descriptions, dimensions, and invoice numbers (if
configured).

This capability is available as a new grouping method. Both grid and graph formats are
available. The details may be filtered to show any subset of data records for any timeframe.
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Version 1.9.11
The Salient Mobile app is available in French. You can choose a language in the login
setup screen. (The dataset language is configured separately.)

Version 1.9.9
This version adds support for accessing Salient Dashboards via a Microsoft Azure
Application Proxy.
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Version 1.9.8
Clear filters faster
It is now easier to remove filters when you want to show more data.

Clear all location filters
Tap the trash icon in the corner of the home
screen to turn off all location filters at once.

Clear individual filters
In the Filters panel, tap the X to clear a
dimension or key filter (i.e., show data for all
members).

Tap the trash icon to completely remove
a filter. Key and dimension filters must be
cleared before you can remove them.
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Currency selection
You can change the currency from within the mobile app. Go to the Settings area and pick
your preferred currency. (The dataset configuration must include currency tables.)
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Version 1.9.7
This version supports new features in Salient Dashboards that give Designers more control
over dashboard appearance and functionality. These features require Salient Dashboards
Version 7.10 SP1 or higher.

Grid/graph toggling may be restricted by the Designer to provide users with simpler,
pre-configured displays.

Graphs can use custom highlighting colors (if configured).

In trend, comparative, and multi comparative widgets, custom graph labels allow
Designers to apply meaningful terminology and simplify graphs.

Version 1.9.5
Quick-pick date options

Choose from the same easy date options
that are available in browser-based
dashboards. For example, see the month-
to-date, last month, last six months, or year-
to-date compared to a previous timeframe.
Select a resolution, and then tap and choose
on whatever timeframe interests you.
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Version 1.9
Save your own customized dashboards
This version lets you save your own dashboards within the mobile app (Power Viewers and
Dashboard Designers only). Customize dashboards by filtering, selecting measures, and
more, and them save them to create a set of dashboards for your own unique purposes.
Depending on account settings, you may be able to save private and/or global (i.e., shared)
dashboards.
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Manage dashboards
The mobile app now provides dashboard management features so you can organize your
dashboards while you are on the go.

Delete and rename dashboards
TAP AND HOLD to delete or rename a
dashboard or dashboard folder.

Create dashboard folders
 

You can create your own folders for
organizing dashboards (Power Viewers and
Dashboard Designers only). This option is
available when saving a dashboard.
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Advanced filtering
Custom collections
You can create and apply custom collections
of members to narrow down on your
preferred areas of the business (Dashboard
Designers and Power Viewers only).
Collections can be saved for future use
and/or utilized for ad-hoc filter selection.
Collections can be used in other dashboards
and by other users (if global).

Go to the Collections area in the Filters
panel to choose an existing collection or
create your own.

More types of filters
 

The filters panel includes more types of
filters in this version. If global filters are off,
this includes all workspace filters built into
the dashboard as well as collection-based
filters. If global filters are on, this includes all
applicable global filters, which are expanded
in this version to include any global filter
used as a Group By or workspace filter in
the dashboard.
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Custom ways of grouping the data
Dashboard Designers can create custom ways of grouping the data, called "custom
groups." In the mobile app, you can pick a custom group just like a regular "Group By" to
roll up and compare custom collections by performance, history, business initiatives, or any
other way.
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Improved graphs
Pie chart insights
Labels show who or what each
slice represents, allowing for a
simpler graph without a legend.
The labels type must be pre-
configured into the dashboard.

Improved two-way graphs
The new horizontal format of the
Crosstab graph shows more data
on the screen. This graph type
must be pre-configured into the
dashboard.
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Map enhancements
Transparency is available in Geo maps to make them easier to read. In addition, custom
buckets of data can now be used to match up ranges of data to specific colors (e.g., green
for positive change and red for negative change). These settings must be pre-configured in
the dashboard.
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Version 1.8
Global filtering
You can turn on global filters to re-use them across multiple dashboards. This
enhancement makes it easy to stay focused on any area of the business while viewing the
data in a variety of dashboards and widgets.

To select global filters, open a dashboard,
make sure that global filtering is on, and
choose what you want to see. Global filters
can utilize saved filter sets or you can make
your own selection when you turn the filter
on.

You can then apply the global filters to any
other dashboard by simply opening the
dashboard. Note that only applicable filters
will be applied.

The home screen shows a snapshot of the
global filters that are currently on and lets
you remove them.

You will receive a prompt to apply global filters when you open a dashboard with global
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filters on for the first time. After that, global filters will be automatically applied each time
you open a dashboard. You can control this behavior (i.e., automatically apply global filters
or show prompt) in user settings.
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Pass/fail details
In an Exception grid or graph, just tap to see details and tap again to see underlying lists of
passing, failing, or total members (e.g. customers who did or did not buy).
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Version 1.7
Location maps
This version allows you to map nearby locations that are defined within the dataset (for
example, nearby customers or assets). In previous versions, the nearby locations were
shown in a list format. Now an interactive map is also available.

You can pan and zoom in the map
to see details or look at a different
area. Just click to re-run the search
within any map extent (for
example, find nearby locations for
an area that you plan to visit in the
future). The map lets you easily
find out more about any location.
Tap on a location in the map to see
details or mark a location in the list
to make it easy to spot in the map.
Additional setup is required.

Tip: To turn on the map, click the
"Show Map" button at the bottom
of the location list.
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Version 1.6
Geo
A Geo widget is now available to provide geospatial intelligence in dashboards. Maps can
include markers that show precise account locations and performance (e.g., size and color
may represent data values, change, etc.). In addition, the map can shade areas based on
data totals or averages to reveal performance trends and areas of interest. The map is
interactive: pan, zoom, select markers, list them out, filter, etc., as you follow the data
wherever it leads. The Geo widget requires additional server installation and setup.
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See it two ways at once
New formats of the Crosstab widget are available to visually represent change or intensity
broken down two ways at once. The graph can be customized to show data values, change
since another timeframe, and/or attributes, to provide endless possibilities for visual data
analysis. Here are just a few examples:

Two-way share graphs
The Mondrian makes it easy to spot which items are most significant across another
attribute (e.g., significant brands across regions).
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Visualizations for gains and losses
The DeltaMap can reveal significant changes since another timeframe

Totals and details in one view
The Stacked Bar graph compares totals across an attribute (e.g., sales reps) and, at the
same time, breaks the data down further by another attribute.
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Multiple customized timeframes
The Multi Comparative widget can include any combination of custom date ranges for any
measures. For example, compare weeks, months, and year-to-date to earlier date ranges.

Multi Comparative grids

Multi Comparative graphs
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Improved filtering
More control over filters
This version of dashboards introduces new types of interactive filters to help users narrow
down on the exact piece of information needed. You can edit or remove most types of
filters using the breadcrumb path at the top of the widget and/or the filter panel.

Linked filters
In this version, the filter panel automatically limits selections based on other filters in the
panel. This makes it easier to choose data that is available and relevant.

Date range enhancements
Easier date selection
When changing the dates, you can select the “resolution,” which is the type of timeframe
(e.g., day, week, month, etc.). This enhancement allows for easier date selection because
you don’t need to pick start and end dates down to the specific day for most resolution
types.

Relative/moving timeframes
You can pick a date range that updates over time (e.g., most recent month, most recent
two months, last week, etc.) in widgets that are set up to use relative date ranges.

More efficient dashboard loading
Widgets are now loaded on an “as needed” basis (i.e., only what’s on the screen). This
results in faster loading of dashboards that have multiple widgets available via swipe.

Security & usability
You will receive a prompt when it’s time to change your password.
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